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THE JNTERWQflKJNGS OE THE 
COMBO SYSTEM 

Like most SF games, 
some normal moves can 
be linked or followed by 
consecutive moves. In 
X-Men, this factor is now 
more prevalent than ever. 
Some may be familiar with 
the classic combo setup of 
“Normal/ , ■ 
Special," but ME , ,, — 

be chained together and 
followed by one higher 
strength attack. This 
provides ample opportunil 

m BATTLING 
KIITR AUTO 
BLOCKING 

■PM A most recent addition t 
r»i| arcade games of this gem 

"tpH is the Auto Blocking Optio 
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Use Psylocke’s pa 
Wait until he leaps 
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KILLER INSHUT £ a 
IJtiL, 

EXCLUSIVE INFO A] 
IN-DEPTH REVIEW OF*HE 
HOTTEST FIGHTER THIU'YEARJ 

1 

REAL BOUT FATAL FURY 

FI WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 

BOTTOM 0F THE 9TH 
MAUI MALLARD 

MAGIC CARPET 

VR GOLF '96 
DESCENT 

r- 

^OSHINDENj 

COMPLETE BLOWOUT 
ALL THE CHARACTERS 

AND SPECIAL MOVES 

10 PAGES OF GAMES FROM THE FLOOR OF CES! 
•" « ... mUI 
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MORTAL KOMBAT 2 
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Solving the Mystery 

means Visiting ** 

the Dark Pit of v- 
your Soul. 

'NEW GENRE OF 
iRACTIVE HORROR!' 

-GAME FAN 

STARE INTO THE EYES 
OF MADNESS! 2 





Hll lBmm Full-motion uideo. it's gnt the loDh and Feel, 
the characters and pint. dF a Feature Film. Rnd it's get geu. 
Jach Fremont - TU triuia geeh uiith an emptg Fridge, no in goi 
dags oF simply matching the screen are nuer. Veu'ue get to 
obserue. Think. Decide. Hct. Rnd match your bach - euery 
moment, euery moue. Vou'ue got E4 hours to saue the uiDrld. 
get the girl, and return the tux. Horn it ends — and there ar 
ID possibilities - is entirely up to you. 

Sq don't just sit there. 
IT'S VOUR MOUE. 

rhino 







Its that moment just afterj/ou rip it off, when 
the circuits are still pumping‘cause they 
don’t know what hit ‘em, and they’ve got that 
expression on their face like “Hey that’s my 
arm!”...the first gush of oil from the open 
socket...the lights in their eyes going 
dim...yeah, that’s when I know...I’m alive. 

IfJ flppPfifl fV 

SATURN PLAYSTATION 
WINDOWS 95 PC CD-ROM 

B 
Salvo’s Cybernetic Inferno 

completes a 12 Hit Chaos Combo! 





THE NO LOOK PASS. 
THE SKY HOOK TO BEAT THE BUZZER. 

MORE THAN A SIGNATURE ON A BOX, 

IT S A LICENSE TO DOMINATE. 
It's Showtime! Slam N Jam 96 featuring Magic and Kareem 

brings you the same net-melting offense that culminated in five 

championship rings. Set a bruising pick and run Magic and Kareem’s patented no-look alley-oop. 

You got hops? Clear the lane and challenge Kareem to a high jumping contest. Or call for a double-team, 

all controlled with the squeeze of a plastic button. With their signature moves, you'll get nothing less 

than in-your-face basketball. And see it all from the 3D “fastbreak” 

perspective Crystal Dynamics' Championship Sports brings to the 

hardwood. And that “agony of defeat” feeling? It’s ; It Off". DYNAMICS" 
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IN TOTAL 
Companies Take Aim at Several PlayStation licensees in 

Japan have announced new 
controllers for the 32-Bit system. 

First on the list is Konami. Last 
December, it brought out a new first-person 
shooting game called Homed Owl in Japan. 
It only worked with the standard PlayStation 
controller, and reviews of the game were not 
enthusiastic mainly because of the difficulty 
of moving an on-screen cursor with the PS 
controller. In response, Konami released a 
gun for the game that’s now out in Japan 
and sells for about $30 (¥2,900). It will cost 
even less if players buy the gun and the 
game together. 

Regarding an American release, Konami 
U.S. does not have Horned Owl on its pro¬ 
duction schedule, so don't expect anything 
soon. Besides, the gun would have to be 
modified to meet U.S. safety standards (the 
orange tip, etc.). In addition, Sony of 
America has not said whether it will bring 
this game and gun out over here under its 

Namco of Japan is the second company 
that has announced a new controller for the 

Knnamis Hyper Blaster 

PlayStation. It will soon be releasing a 
paddle controller which is specifically 
designed for its game Gaplus. 
(Gaplus? You have to be an arcade 
gaming veteran to remember this pad¬ 
dle game.) A PS version of this ancient 
title will appear on Namco of Japan's 

SNK BRINGS OUT NEW 
NK of Japan has officials announced that a units in Japan before bringing 
just announced faster machine was finally out a new system, 
that it will be financially feasible. In addition, this is the third 
bringing out a Up until now SNK was version of their CD machine in 
brand-new ver- price conscious as its 1 a very short time period and 

sion of its popular Neo-Geo system has always been SNK did not want to confuse 
CD-ROM game system. priced at the high end ^ its fans with several 

Called the Neo-Geo CDX, because of the large • ‘ • ”*■ . machines that did the 
SNK officials announced that amount of expensive memory : the existing * " ... ■ same thing, 
this new version, besides built into the system (over 56 j price. The ' ‘ Finally on the U.S. 
having a new sleeker shape, megabits of D-RAM). i actual street front, officials haven't 
will feature a double-speed ; However, with component con-i price wasn't available at commented as to what 
CD-ROM drive. j solidation, better memory chip j press time. Japan's announcement of this 

This new model has been in j prices and low double-speed j A second reason why SNK new model will do to the sales 
the works for some time now ; drive costs, SNK officials stat- j waited so long to upgrade its of the U.S. supply of the older 
and with the prices of double- j ed that the price of the new j machine was that it wanted to single-speed machines. There 
speed drives dropping rapidly, I CDX would be very close to ; sell through all of its existing has always been an active 
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ARV $2420 

JR ST PRIZE (2) 
ARV $210 

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 

JOlN Till. 
"IJEVOlUTWflg- 

■ Guitar signed by Aerosmith 
"Box of Fire” CD Collection 
Revolution X Game 

'Box of Fire" CD Collection 
Revolution X Game 

super nes genesis' playstation' saturn' pc cd-rom 



CAN PC GAMES 
RESCUE ATARI? 



THE MIDDLE OF MY 

FOREHEAD? isn't there 

SOMETHING THAT CAN B|£A$3 

IT OUT OF MY LIFE? THAT DIGS 

DOWN AND DEEP CLEANS WITH 

kors mm $mt 
THAN THE NUMBER ONE 

padtoZAP In 
itAiCSe, ISNT THAT 

SOMETHING this 

WICKED LITTLE 

PAD FROM 

CLEARASIL? 



Sensor technology paves 
way for hands-free play 

The electronic eye set within the box can 
differentiate between a player's movement 
from extraneous background changes, 
such as lighting or scenery, according to 
company officials. 

Special LED lights on the ZON flash to 
warn the user when he or she is moving 
out of the sensor's reach. 

The ZON boasts a latency time of 33 
milliseconds at most; however, its makers 
say response times are limited by the 

NEW 3-D 

22 E3A 



"ONE BUNEHEAO 
CALL AND THIS I 

GODDESS GETS 
A MILLENNIUM 

IN SOLITARY 

C&& 
[PC/MacI 

Panasonic 
Software Company 

“OM have, a train in the- old coccnit to pbj thfc ore., tteif 

Y thk ain'Y no cakenak. Were -feltin' major feavtr^er hint' fcr 
1 thee, ^jm£ 'find an and I poner if the. andent ?hip fefe and 
I Oil feife pfpj ovlta hue. Bfav it and the gpddeii fe doin' 

(me cemK hard twie. Brain-tosfeg. ptezjei tiller girapfe. 
fimtaj forth, Wind £ fine- twe& And a rrethfrOju/ed ‘SOOD-rpar-drd 
gpddox. in cfcfesSC So nMat are ijou doin' tonte? Adio<; 6Hrfci<o.'' J 
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As Governor, You 
Must Rule With A 
Strong Hand. 

ft's the Second Han Dynasty 
and China is on the verge of 

collapse. Infighting among the . 

court families and the emer- I 
gence of powerful warlords I 
dominates the landscape. The | 
struggle for power has brought I 

an era known as the Three I 
Kingdoms, complete with con¬ 
stant warfare among China's mos 
courageous and skillful heroes. 

♦ Play one of 38 exciting rulers, eight 
of whom you can create yourself 

♦ Set enemy units, ships or cities " 
ablaze using a variety of FIRE 

commands 

♦ Discuss war strategy with up to 
558 different officers, including 
108 inspired by the player's 
imagmanon 

♦ Defeat enemies using powerful ^ 
new weapons including automat- -f* 
ic firing crossbows, battering 
rams & catapults 

g ♦ Full motion video 
enhances special 

events & commands 
(not available for Super 

NES & IBM CD] 

♦ New HELP feature gives you 
valuable command information 
without having to turn to the 

KOEJ 
K0EI Corporation 
1350 Bayshore Hwy, Suite 540 
Burlingame, CA 94010 

Prepare To Be Romanced: 

Fire Wall or 
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SUPER NES GENESIS PLAYSTATION 
S A T U R N GAME ROY DOS CD-ROM 
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Kim Kap 

QUARTERMANN'S 
CHEAT SHEET 

Terry 1 Rndy j Geese | Hwan 

Bogard Bogard Howard Flying Kick 

Risinq Tackle Dark Kick Crunch Wind Slice y Briefly, then^To jump 

Theny +B At jump apex Y Briefly, then j^+A ► T A +b y A^<+A or C 
Bashing Sway Sonic Split Double Gale Slash Crescent Moon Slash 

y\^+o Ay A ► +b yA^+B orC 

Round Wave Dragon Hurricane Kick Eye Shadow Smasher Sand Blast 

y a-« +d -O-BorC ►y A+A 
Power Gevser Super Ripper Blast Raising Storm Rising Phoenix Dance 

T>^A^+bc yBriefly, then'A^'+BC A^ATA^Abc 
Triple Geyser Quick Silver Slicer Thunder Break Phoenix Flashdance 

T>-<A^+c ATA^+c ►Ay+c 

Soshu 

Shin 

Sorai 

Shin 

Billy 

Kane 

Duck 

King 

Emperor God Bop Emperor God Bop Club Cruncher Head spin A 

► ► +A ► ►♦A -^Briefly, then +A y A^+A or C 

Empire Heaven Smash Dragon Twist Demonic Dropper Neo Break Storm 

► y \+A or C ► TA+b TA-<+a ►YA +b 
Eyes of Emperor Crunch Emperor Roar Destroyer Dragon Guided Clubber Duck Air Fake 

o*fcB ►^ATA+C T A-<+c During Jump y y 
Emperor Blast Emperor Blast Super Fire Wheel Break Spiral 

YA-0-+BC TA^^+c yA^AyA^-c AAYA*VY+BC 
Empire Destiny Blow Empire Destiny Blow Red Lotus Requiem Duck Dance 

► -<ATA+bc ►A y +c y y +abc 



Franco Bash Ryujin Yamazaki 

Metro Tackle ^ +C Forward Serpent W A. r pressed 
Slash ▼ ^ ^ +° down 

Power Bicycle Y A +B SadoMaso -<AY\^ +B 

Metro Shot Y ^ +A Judgement Dagger +A or C 

Final Omega Shot y ^ ► +BC Guillotine ► A, T A ► +BC 
Armageddon Buster ► A. T ^ ^ +C 

n ... Near Opponent, revolve ,r- 
um JOYSTICK once 

Hong Fu | | Blue Mary 

Nine Dragon Fury ^Y ► +C Stun Gun Smasher Y ^ +c 

Flaming Stallion A repeatedly M. Headbuster Y A +B 
Dragon Reverse Kick Y ^ +C M.Snatcher [^"Y^- +B] x2 
Exploding Glow Y A A ► +BC M.Typhoon ► -^AYA^' +BC 

Candenza Storm Y A ^ A ► +C M. DivingS. ► ^AYA^' +c 

Sokaku Mochizuki 1 Bob Wilson 

Possession Explosion +C Rolling Turtle Y ^ +B or B 

Lightning Bolt Blast ►'Y +B Wild Wolf briefly,then ►+B 

Dream Warrior A . 
Ghosts ^ ^ +A 

Monkey Dance ►'Y +B 

Thunder Boomer ^\y \^+BC Dangerous Wolf ► -M.+BC 

Thunder God Blast ► A, f A, ^+C Mad Spin Wolf AYA^ +c 

Joe Higashi j | Mai Shiranui 

Tiger Kick ►- Y ^ +B Wild Butterfly Fan Y ,A ^ +C 

TNT Punch A repeatedly SunFire Dance Y T +C 

Pressure Knee Y +B 
Shiranui Spirit W.A w , r-> 

Shadow Y>>^+D~mp 

Screw Upper ► -M,^y\ +BC Super Ninja Bees ►- ^ ►- +BC 

Slide Screw ► '^AY'^ +C Leotard Ninja Bees ^ +C 



& HAVE A NICE MISSION. 







fCORf BX4 WITH * CONTROUPR 
FROM INfTflfcCT AXCfMORlff 
\mD caUI Everyone who sends in tricks to the Trickman MtP PQMJ 



'range events are AFOOT within 

the AND the oracles 

a time of Carnage^ WOE... 
with shortage work for 
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PlayStation 

network 

2 Player Link 
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THIS MAN’S DYING WORDS WERE “PROTECT ME”. 

He died while clutching his neck to utter those words, utterly too late. At peace 
now in his postmortem state, he was a beaten, emaciated man trying to leave the 
town of Silverload. No one seems to know exactly what befell him, and not much 
was learned from the delirious rambling that came from his painfully parched 
lips. He spoke of vampires and vultures feasting on his legs, and something 
about cannibalistic children. Of course, we don’t have a clue as to what he 
was talking about... 
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ACCOLADE 



ACCOLADE 

Reaching past the bounds 
of Star Control 2, Star Control 

ongoing saga-tumed-trilogy. 
It gives players a total of 25 
ships to take control of and 

Two-player Mode. 
The role-playing aspect i 

Star Control 3 includes a 
giant universe to explore, e 

can also be improved with ancient 
Precursor technology. 

Players engage in starship combat as 
a result of exploration and negotiations, 
or in an independent Hyper Melee 
challenge at a single computer or over 

if digitally 
i created by hips and provide strategic outposts 

in unexplored space. 
Important events in Star 

Control 3 are revealed in 
jj brilliant animated scenes. 
IUH These scenes combine 3-D 

EGA 53 



Disney 

Sab&a 



Fox 

PLANET OP 1HE APES 

HELL RAISER 
Although this game is only slated for 

the PC format so far, it is possible that 
it will go to the PlayStation and Saturn 
if it does well. 

Hell Raiser: Virtual Hell is based 
on the Clive Barker movie series 
featuring a demonic race of individuals 

called Cenobites. While the actual 
gameplay is currently unknown, it will 
contain first-person sequences where 
you must navigate the corridors of 
hell. There are plenty of puzzles, traps 
and damned souls to do battle with. 
Pinhead and the rest of the Cenobites 

will make appearances as well. Your 
weapon is the box that opens up 
portals to other sections of the realm. 

If you enjoy the visceral gore and 
haunting mystery of the movie series, 
Hell Raiser: Virtual Hell is sure to 



GTE Interactive 

NCAA BASKETBALL 



I-Motion 

ALONE IN 1HE DARK 2 

EGA 3; 
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Save The Soul of Rock and Roll' 

You’re the hottest thing in Rock’n Roll, and somebody just stole your favorite guitar. 
It was the devilish Mr. Diablo - resident hard-case in Hades, and he’s not about to give it up. He wants to play hard-ball? 

That’s just fine with you. Grab your heavy metal gear and amp-up to raze the dead with the meanest, coolest tunes ever 
composed for a video game! Let the hordes of the Abyss know that they took on the wrong Rock 'n Roller! 

check out Johnny’s website! http://www.anime.net/~johnnyb 



SPECIAL FEATURE 

The Developers of l^siieat 
Evil Spill Their (Juts 
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FIRST PLAYSTATION SCREEN SHOTS! 





000 is your tass to tine 
latest and greatest derelohoenfs 
in tHe Hdeo ja*\e ^orU- VitK tine 
first info on tKe Hottest vyareS, 
Hus Pe/iev/S.ti^s and rpeHey/S in a 

layout, 000 regains... 

nf±ZCI*ONl 
monthl\ 

Subscribe t«> ; 'no*/ and Jet a 
Hot only will 

you jet the Hottest ^ideo ja^e 

MJ yAY before it Hits tine 
newsstands, you'll also jet 

■if..fcGiK 5oo Hottest tirs 

jjflffil of all Titne, an exclusive jujde 

^ racked with info you can't 

Jet elsewhere, and a trial cofy 

All v/ith your raid order! 

N$u IsipE TO ORDER NOW' OR 



CHIPS & BITS 



SPECIAL FEATURE 

KILLER INSTINCT 2 
HITS THf ARCAPFf WITH K VfrMQEANCr.1 





SPECIAL FEATURE 

"On the latest 

version, you 

can do a 

fatality at 

any time!" 
As stated before, the hard drive is 

used much more in KI2. Proof of this 
are the intense cinemas. The rendered 
intros are excellent. After you defeat an 
opponent (just like in the original), you 
get the pleasure of seeing TJ Combo 
throw a beautifully rendered KI2 
machine at the screen, Sabrewulf 
howling at a full moon or a 360-degree 
camera angle of Orchid! Tusk flips 
around in the air and comes down on 
the camera with his sword, and one of 
the coolest-looking is Spinal standing 
at the top of his ghost barge with his 
flaming sword, laughing menacingly! 

The endings, though somewhat weak 

in story line, look excellent as well. 
Overall, there are tons of SGI rendered 

the endings, this game packs tons of 
eye candy to keep fans happy. 

The playability has been improved. 
Most moves are different and now uti¬ 
lize more circular motions. All these 
moves are performed with ease, but 
the new button linking may take some 
time to get used to. 

Lastly, the game retains the feature 
of selecting the stage and music at the 
initial selection of your characters. 
There is also an extra feature allowing 
players to set the game’s speed much 
the same way you select your stage 
and music. Speeds range from normal 
to as fast as Turbo Street Fighter ever 
was. One other feature surviving the 
crossover is the ability of characters to 
come back to life after they die. This 
time, however, they appear as a ghost 
image with a lot more vitality. 

KIM WU 
Tornado Kick: DF, D, DB + 4, 5 or 6 
Firecracker: DF, D, DB + 2 or 3 
Split Kick: B, D, F + 5 or 6 
Fire Flower: D, DF, F + 1 
SUPER MOVE: D, DB, B, DB, D, DF, F + 3 
COMBO BREAKER: DF 

Flip Kick: 
Savage Blade: 
Mantis: 
Jungle Leap: 
Cobra Bite: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

MAYA 
B, F + 5 
B, F + 2 
B, F + 3 
B, F + 6 
B, F + 1 
F, DF, D, DB, B, F + 6 
B, F 

SPINAL TUSK 
Flame Blade: 
Skull Scrape: 
Soul Drain: 
Teleport: 
Dart Kick: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

D, DF, F + 5 (WITH SKULLS) 
D, DF, F + 6 
D, DF, F + 1 
D, DB, B + 4, 5 or 6 
D + 6 (IN AIR) 
D,DB, B, DB, D,D F, F + 3 
D, DF, F 

Boot Kick: 
Web of Death: 
Skull Splitter: 
Conquer: 
Back Stab: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

DF, D, DB + 4, 5 or 6 
D, DB, B + 5 
DB, D, DF + 4, 5 or 6 
F, D, DF + 1,2 or 3 
F, D, B + 1 
D, DB, B, DB, D, DF, F + 3 
F, D, DF 



FULGORE 
Blade Dash: 
Reflect Shield: 
Eye Laser: 
Blade Laser: 

Invisibility: 
Super Charge: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

B, DB, D, DF, F + 4, 5 or 
D, DB, B + 4 
DF, D, DB + 2 or 3 
D, DF, F + 1, 2 or 3 
D, DB, B + 4, 5 or 6 
F, DF, D, DB, B + 6 
F, DF, D, DB, B + 5 
D, DB, B, DB, D, DF, F + 
F, D, DF 

6 

3 

T.J. COMBO 
T.J. Tremor: 
Spinning Fist: 
Double Roller Coaster: 
Triple Roller Coaster: 
Powerline: 
Skull Crusher: 
Fake Dizzy: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

B, F + 5 
B, F + 1 
B, F + 2 
B, DB, D, DF, F + 2 
B, F + 3 
B, F + 6 
D, DF, F + 4 
F, DF, D, DB, B + 3 
B, F 

GLACIUS SABREWULF 
Shoulder Rush: 
Liquidize: 
Ice Grip: 
Arctic Blast: 
Ice Pick: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

D, DF, F + 2 
D, DF, F + 6 
D, DF, F + 1 
D, DB, B +1,2 or 3 
DF, D, DB + 3 
B, DB, D, DF, F, B + 2 
D, DF, F 

Sabre-Spin: 
Sabre-Pounce: 
Sabre-Flip: 
Power Howl: 
Fake Howl: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

B, F + 2 
B, F, + 3 
B, F, + 6 
B, F + 4 
F, B + 1 
F, DF, D, DB, B, F + 6 
B, F 

ORCHID 
Flik Flak: 
San: 
Air Buster: 
Tona Fire: 
Slide: 
Baton Dash: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

DF, D, DB + 4, 5 or 6 
DF, D, DB + 3 
F, D, DF + 4, 5 or 6 
D, DF, F + 1,2or3 
B, DB, D, DF, F + 4, 5 or 6 
D, DB, B + 2 
D, DB, B, DB, D, DF, F + 6 
F, D, DF 

Shindouken: 
Wind Kick: 
Laser Sword: 
Ninja Slide: 
Endouken: 
Red Endouken: 
Fake Endouken: 
SUPER MOVE: 
COMBO BREAKER: 

JAGO 
F, D, DF + 1, 2 or 3 
DF, D, DB + 4, 5 or 6 
DF, D, DB + 3 
DB, D, DF + 4, 5 or 6 
D, DF, F + 1, 2, or 3 
Hold 3—D, DF, F—Release 3 
D, DF, F + 4 
D, DB, B, DB, D, DF, F + 3 
F, D, DF 
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3rd Qtr. '961 Moderate 

Disney Inter. | 1 

release for the Genesis, 
Shabuhm Shabuhm, a pc 

32-Meg | Action 185% 

Disney has created a whole 
new duck hero called Maui 
Mallard. Names aside, Disney 
has come through with an 
action-filled island adventure 
that is surrounded with mys- 

find and replace the 
symbol bf protection 
that has worked flaw¬ 
lessly for so long. 

drawn graphics and 
smooth character 
animation for both the 



in Level 2. Throw in i 
large number of hid¬ 
den items scattered 
throughout the game 

depth of forethought 

™Hlgli=quality 
@ari®®n~bas@d titles 

will always Jmv@ 
ib®ir ®wn nisb® in J 

US gaming indnstr^7^ 

package, not 
missing anything in 
playability or game 
depth. Recently, 
Disney Interactive 

prove itself as a leader i 

titles like Toy Story and i 
Maui Mallard. Don't mist 
spectacular cart. ■ 





"★★★★ The mixture of 
video and computerized 3D 

animation is unparalleled...in all, 
another Star l/l/ars triumph." 

-USA TODAY 

”...STUNNING..the finest game 
I've ever played." 
- Multimedia World 

"...this sequel goes galaxies 
beyond the original..." 
- Entertainment Weekly 

-STAR. WARS- 

MX ^ y 

f 

A NEW ADVENTURE IN THE SJHH UHHS SAGA. 
FILMED EXCLUSIVELY BY LUCASHRTS ENTERTAINMENT 











perpetrator is the director i 

well as some hostages i 
' hospital. Richter’s only 
daughter, Laura, hears c 

tragic scene. This is how the 
game begins, and it is up to 
you (Laura) to figure out why 
your father has gone berserk 

i-the-nearest-hot-spot type 

to The 7th Guest and Myst 
genre. Also similar to The 
7th Guest genre is the scare 
factor. Throughout the game 
you encounter such items a; 

March | Hard 

Acclaim 

CD-ROM | Adv 11001 



Bottom line: Don't 
bother starting the 
game unless you plan 
on playing D for two 

other games of this nature, D 
has some interesting features 
like a two-hour time limit 
(keep track with your pocket- 
watch). However, there is no 

entered through somehow becomes sealed oft by a brick wall. B 
turning the crank, the doorway changes and leads you to differe 
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The Battle 
A Lifetime* %% 

82 EGA 
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counter whatever is thrown 

Eiji and Kayin are still two 
of the most powerful charac¬ 
ters in the game. They both 
have a new sword-swipe 
maneuver that covers a hefty 
distance. Eiji’s tends to go a 
bit further though. Their 
super moves are really nasty 
looking. They knock their 

characters are best used for 
beginners who need to get 
the feel of the game. 

Overall, all gamers should 
check out this second- 
generation PS fighter. It sets 
new standards in gameplay 
and graphics. Toshinden 2 is 
now the game all others 
(including Tekken 2) will be 
compared to. ■ 
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budget, managing i 
and keeping the po A as SimCity and 

Railroad Tycoon, 
A-Train allows you, the city’s 
leader, to layout, design and 
build a civilization of your 
choice and manage its 

Now | Moderate | 

Maxis 

CD-ROM | Simul. llOOll 
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The Friendliest Ghost l Know 
March | Moderate 

n recent years, but 
i Casper. Playing the 

Interplay 

CD-ROM | Adv. 180% 



are brass keys that open 
treasure chests. You-will 1 

"The music 
and 

graphics 
used in 
Casper 

are great" 

I wapt d 
Qsper! 

INSIDE TRACK 
1 



"A tribute to fans 
of the series.." 

W 
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Kick @$$ 
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FOR FASTER 
SERVICE CALL 
1(800)846.8503 

GET IN THE GAME AND SAVE! 

the best 
electronic 

ntertainment 
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Accolade 

|Racing| 1 or 2 Playstation |CD-R0M| N/A 

|Working Designs | 

Shining Wisdc 
first in the long I 
Saturn RPGs 
coming from 
Working 
Designs. , 
The game is J 
viewed from I 
an overhead I 
perspective, 

Shining 

graphics, 



March 

Puzzle 

Acclaim | CD-ROM | 

Next Wave 

fast-paced game of strategy, wits and reflexes. We’re so s 
that we’re dishing out a free taste of Worms just for you! 

Check out the Worms web-site 
www.worms.corn/game to get; 
FREE fully playable version 
of the first two levels of this 
addictive adventure for your PC 

So why wait? 
Dig in today! 1 
www.worms.cdim/game 
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you haue euer played into one game. 

KokoKL'i 

Next Wave 



Coming 
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Hhe winter CES gave 
Sony Interactive the 

opportunity to offer a sneak 
peek at one impressive 

Sony Interactive officials 
kept a choke hold on details 
surrounding this game, but 
what they did show was 
promising enough. 

Tentatively titled Formula 
One World Championship, 
the game is a 3-D racer 

resemblance to Sega’s own 
F-1 racer (featured later in 
this issue). 

Like Sega’s title, the game 
ixture-mapped 

3-D polygons and surface 
In addition, the game 
boasts a seemingly end¬ 
less number of racing 
views from which1 
watch. The game 
will likely include 
real F-1 courses 

The CSmew i 

Angles , 
The game preview, if 
nothing else, showed the 
abundant number of 
views available to the 
player. Some views, such 
as the one that shows j 
your car's front (below), 

y V playing, nowei 
r»~ , the variety of 
• views shows I 

work-in-progress, Team 
EGM editors noticed ads for 
Marlboro cigarettes and 
Molson beer. (Sony 
Interactive will likely replace 

wholesome ones in the U.S. 
version.) Even the game’s 
"official” timekeeper rates a 
sponsor. This “ads, ads 

everywhere” mentality may 
be rather nauseating to a 
few, but it certainly enhances 

well the game's 
engine can handle 

the animation. 

brilliance, it remains to be 
seen how the actual 
gameplay stacks up. 

It’s too early to tell how 
Sony Interactive’s F-1 racing 

up to Sega's, 
but this ini 
ensures it’ll be a neck-to- 

stretch. 

FORMULA 1 

WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIP 









10 Second Prizes 

The first”prize The second prize 

winners will winners will 
receive (1) Konami 

T-Shirt 

prize winner winners wiL 

will receive receive (1) 

(1) 'Run IT Gun' 'In the Zone' 

arcade game video game. 

machine. 

b) 29 

game makes you KO^I games’ 
feel like you're in KONAMI games. feel like you're... 
the NBA? a> PS X- 

. a) Parodius 
* b) In The Zone 

c) Castlevania 

b) EGM 
c) CyfoerSports 

d) All of the above 
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CRITICOM 
Will Run Rings Around Saturn. 

■k 



C.AYSTATION 



Zero Divide: 
An unrecoverable program error, causing a potential system crash. 

The first truly complete 3D, 360° Fighting game 
Superbly^etajted^raphici. unprecedented-fighter control, high 

quality soundtrack, 'awesome.depth andchalfenge are all combined 
to give you the most completejigbang g. 

mi mg § 

©Zoom Inc. 1995 ZERO DIVIDE™ is published under I 
©Time Warner Interactive All rights reserved. 

Inc. All rights reserved. ZOOM 
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PlayStation 

soon for 

ORIGIN II association WITH ELECTRONIC ARTS® presents A CHRIS ROBERTS GAME 
'WHIG COMMANDER III: HEART OF THE TIGER" starring MARK HAMILl. JOHN RHVS DAVIES. JASON BERNARD, 

TOM WILSON. GINGER EVNN ALLEN ill! MALCOLM McDOWELL as "TOLWYN" 



Sena your letters into mm today 
or uve mill lire Candyman. You 
can reach EBM by mriting to: 
Interface, Letters to the Editor 
1320 Highland Avenue, A222 
Lombard, IL 60148 

This is your chance to become rich 
and famous...well, at least famous. 
Not only will our editors answer 
questions on the hottest issues 
about video games, but if you think 

Give Up on the PlayStation 
vs. Saturn Debate! 

1 million other readers see your 
name in print That could lead to a 
best-selling novel, tons of money, 
fast cars, a big house...sorry I got 
carried away. Anyway, give it a try— 
what do you have to lose? 

m □ 
www.nuke.com. 

Get 
CONNEOTDk 
You can also reach the editors of MM via 
CompuServe at 75052,1667 or on the 
Internet at 75052.1667@compuserve.com. 
If you have a computer, don't forget to 
check out EBIWs articles, reviews and 

and Sega, but now with the Ultra 64 
delayed, we have focused on the battle 
between Sega and Sony. Every month 

voice their opinion on which system kills 

have such titles as Sega Rally, and the 
arcade-perfect Virtua Cop on the mar¬ 
ket. It's becoming apparent that it’s not 

stop cluttering up the fine pages of EGM 
with “Sega sucks" and “Sony sucks.” 

going to go play my PlayStation. 
Tony Pugnno 

the next-generation systems (Saturn, 
PlayStation, Ultra 64, M2), but you 
will always have some owners of 
these systems who will defend their 

with your view on the Saturn soft- 



huge fan of Virl 

r up the prices of I 

Prize Fighter. Night Trap ( 
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Where Creativity, Your Favorite Video Game 
and A Stamp Can Make You Immortal* 

122 ESA 



00E3 is your fass f0 tKe latest 
and greatest developments in the ^ideo flame 
world. VitK tine first info on tine |nottest 
wares, Hus reviewS-tifs and Previews in a 

layout, 0012 regains... 

LIMITED TIME SOHUS! 





Send us your old games 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice 
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US's irao loimgetp 
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Your PlayStation™! 

GAME SHARK™ 
Make your own rules for your favorite PlayStation games! 
Cut a bloody swath through the mutants of DOOM™ with 
unlimited ammo and mega-rapid fire! Tons of characters 
you've never seen in TEKKEN™! Become the unbeatable 
master of BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN™ with infinite health! 
GAME SHARK is the ultimate game enhancer! 

MEMORY CARD PLUS™ 
You'll need extra memory to save all the out-of- 
control scores you'll be racking up using your 
other INTERACT products! Saves an incredible 
120 blocks of games—EIGHT TIMES the storage 
space of any other card! 

. A RECOTON COMPANY, 10945 Me 



PS PRO PAD™ 
Need extra control to blow opponents 
away? The PS PRO PAD delivers unrivaled 
PlayStation prowess with eight fire but¬ 
tons, four-speed independent auto-fire 
control, and three slow-motion speeds! 

Check out the Interact Web Site at: http://www.interact-acc.com 

Get the edge you need! Humble all competitors, human or computer! 
INTERACTS accessories grab your PlayStation by the throat! We 
have a wide-range of game enhancing items that will flat-out change 
the way you play your games. Don't go into battle unarmed! Play 
with INTERACT, or don't bother playing at all. 

!nte3/!ct 



WILL 
YOU 

TARe Up 
THlS_ 

SWoliD? , 

WILL YOU LEAD 
THE ADVENTURE? 

WILL YOU EXALT IN 
ENDLESS TREASURE? 
WILL YOU SET FREE 

THE DRAGON? 



Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us www.retromags.com 

de from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
ible from the publishers themselves. 

Thank you! 


